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Here is the MLB P1 data on a portion of a PCIe card. The data is just a 32 bit number, which is actually a hash. 32 bit number is easy to compare and is resistant against changes like substituting a 4 digit number
with a 5 digit one (if it was assigned to this motherboard). Look at the checksum or hash. In this example, serial number is serial 15-18 and MLB is MLB 001. The first 16 digits in the first line represent serial

number, the last 2 digits in the second line are MLB's hash, and the middle 8 are checksum. What is the checksum? It's simple, its just the sum of each digits. For instance 001 + 15 + 1 + 0 = 16. What is your
system serial number? I suggest to use 2-digit serial numbers for good reason of matching bit-accuracy. The last digit of MLB 012 is the same as serial number 5. If there is a mismatch the byte-value will be 1 or
2. That is easy to detect and if it happens its not a coincidence, it's either a hardware related or software related error. I do not recommend to use such high serial number. This will be a good target for hackers,
you could easily figure out if someone has used "insane" serial number, for example, if a serial number has last digit 1 You are welcome to support this research. Thank You!* * *How to setup MLBFor first, pay
attention: getting a good combination of serial, MLB and ROM etc is an exact science. Do not try to guess or randomly generate those values. Invalid values will cause a head-heck and if you are trying to use
some Apple services, you get banned for those services soon or later, especially iMessage and FaceTime. Your system serial and MLB are sent to Apple! MLB and system serial should matchlogically. Do not

contact Apple's support in any case, even if you have this kind alert. You are not eligible for Apple support with custom built computer.
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third, our serial number generation method is based on much of detail
information, which is located in the apple's documentation (rom, mlb),
and the only thing you need to know is that the current year has two

weeks. this is the only thing you need to know to generate a valid serial
number. we are already using that information and it's not "guesswork" at

all. that information is easy to access from a random rom, as apple is
providing an api for this purpose. fifth, mlb, serial and roms generation is

very easy. i am showing you the mlb generation here, but this also applies
to rom and serial numbers. mlb is the only place where the week is
stored, but we have the ability to change that. you can change that
directly from mlb, and there is a method for this purpose. we are not

using any special format for generating serial numbers, so we can change
the week at any time. see it for yourself. you can generate all valid mlbs,
and this is the only method that is hardware independent. moreover, we
are using the apple's api, which is also very easy to implement. in fact,

you can implement it for any mlb generation, or rom and serial. but as far
as i know, no one is doing it. sixth, i have tried to create all possible mlbs

using all valid serial numbers. that is impossible, but i have tested this
method to the maximum, and this is the only method that works reliably

and quickly. i have even tried to generate all mlbs with a given serial
number and another serial number value, and that worked also. as i said,
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no one else is doing it. when first installing logicly, youll be prompted for
your mlb and apple id. to use the online feature, youll need to be logged
into the itunes store on your mac. we also suggest that you check out the
help menu and choose check for updates. if youve been playing with the
demo, and you like what you see, maybe now is the perfect time to buy
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